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 Thanks for the great Redsn0w 0.9.15b3! The 1.1.1 version doesn`t have a lot of new features, so I`ll include the links to the
1.1.0a2 version`s thread in the next post. If you don`t have a password set for Redsn0w, you can create one in the Settings

application and change it after that in your D2L settings. If you are having problems reading the new thread, click here to go to
the 0.9.15b3 thread, for 1.1.1a2 post click here and for 1.1.0a2 click here. Nice to hear that somebody already unlocked it, I
would have to wait until at least 1.0.1 to get an unlocker that works, you had to try and do it yourself, I don't know how but it
seems that the first unlockers are unusable on that 3DS. So it looks like I'm going to have to wait until either version 0.9.16 or
1.0.1 hits to get it unlocked. If you have a Nintendo 3DS or a "Duo" (2DS), you need to download "3DS/Duo-Roms.rar" from

this thread: NOTE: This is an old thread. Download the most recent versions of 3DS/Duo-Roms.rar instead! Once downloaded,
open the 3DS/Duo-Roms.rar archive with a file archiver and extract it in the "apps" folder. Connect your Nintendo 3DS or
"Duo" (2DS) to a PC and run the homebrew channel software. You can also run this software on a Mac using the "chmod"
command (e.g. sudo chmod +x, or chmod 777), although you'll have to use the "open /Applications" method, instead. You

should see "D3DS" as an option in the homebrew channel now. Click on it to launch the 3DS Homebrew Launcher. Once the
Homebrew Launcher is running, you should see the "Choose a card" screen. To get started, choose "Eshop" and press the "A"

button to install eShop and update the 82157476af
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